Note: The major Germanic languages (AF, BN, DA, DU, EN, FA, FR, GE, GO, IC, ME, MHG NN, NO, OE, OHG, OS, SW, YI) are cited with such great frequency throughout the book that citing each mention of them in the index is not practicable. Rather, the index only lists the discussions of these languages in the introductory chapter.

ablaut 6, 22, 89, 271, 275
accusative-with-infinitive constructions 261–264
adjectives, in adjective phrases 171–175;
agreement on predicate adjectives 219–221; in comparative constructions 11, 174–175; complements of 171–174; position in noun phrase 127–130; weak and strong inflection of 6, 130–137
adverbs 370–376; order of 373; sentence adverbs and VP adverbs 372–376
African-American English 273, 475
Afrikaans 17
affricates 47–48; and constraints on clusters 71
Aktionsart see verbal aspect
Albanian 11
alliteration in Germanic verse 69
anaphors 196–213; short-distance and long-distance 204–211; very-long-distance anaphors vs. logophors 211–213; with inherently reflexive verbs 13, 205–209
anticausative prominence 10
Appalachian English 115, 182, 194, 196, 218, 228, 370, 475
Armenian 11, 141
articles 9, 137–155; co-occurrence with genitive phrases 150–155; definite 6, 141–146; indefinite 139–141, 146–148; omission of 145–148; proprial article 160, 162; weak quantifiers 137–139
aspiration 44–45; preaspiration 45
assibilation 49
associative NPs 162–163
attraction 467–468
auxiliary position 288–291
Bala 137
Balkan languages 11
Balto-Slavic 11
Basque 10, 11
Bavarian 48, 146, 218, 366, 456
Bislama 13
Bokmål 20
breaking; in Gothic 55; in Modern Frisian 64; in Old English 55
Breton 140
case 103–122; alternatives to 107–111; in experiencer constructions 116–122; instrumental 104; lexical and structural case 112–122, 245; loss of the accusative/dative distinction 105–107, 121, 177–179; loss of lexical case 114–122
Celtic 6, 9, 22, 167, 273, 415, 436, 477
Chinese 222
circumflex accent in Norwegian 86
complementizers 415–419; sources of 415–417; with infinitives 417–419
compounding 29–32; genitive compounds 31; genuine and non-genuine compounds 30; linking morphemes in 31–32; root compounds 30
conjunction(s) 11; clitic 395, 402, 406, 411; interrogative 406, 475
continental Scandinavian languages 19
control constructions 257–258
Crimean Gothic 14
Czech 10
Danish 20; loanwords in Faroese 23
Dano-Norwegian 20
dative movement 109
dative sickness in Icelandic 117
definiteness; and expletives 233–234; and impersonal passives 246
deflection 90–91
derivational morphology 26–29; borrowed suffixes 26, 29; category shift/zero derivation 29; Kompositionssuffixe 29; in loanwords 25; non-cohering suffixes 29; prefixes 13, 27, 40; stem-based and word-based lexicon 29, 30
diphthongs 63–65; centering 64
discourse particles 32–36; down-graders and up-graders 34; evidentials and 33
double object constructions; and dative movement 109; order of objects in 365–368; passive and 240–242
doubly filled comp 434–436
DP-hypothesis 160
Dutch 17
East Germanic 7, 14
East Norse 19
English 18–19; as a typological outlier 13
Estonian 40
Ewe 212
exceptional case marking see accusative-with-infinitive constructions
experiencer constructions 6, 10, 116–122, 214
expletive arguments 224–236; and definiteness 233–234; S-initial expletives 231; in transitive expletive constructions 214, 235; valency and 234–235
extraposition 361–363, 423; and expletives 226
factivity 403
Faroese 19, 20
Finland Swedish 85
Finnish, 11
Frankish 48, 52
French 10, 12, 55, 315, 397, 434, 437, 447; Norman French loan words in English 23
fricatives 45–53
Frisian 13, 17–18
front-rounded vowels 63; inward and outward rounding 63 see also umlaut
futhark see writing systems
future 297–301; future auxiliaries with 298–301; use of present tense in expressing 297–298; the shall/will rule 300
geminate consonants 74–77; degeneration of 75–76, 78–79; High German Consonant Shift and 75; Holtzmann’s Law 74; Verschärfung 74; West Germanic gemination 74–75
gender 93–103; agreement on adjectives 95–96, 98–100; common 101–102; in loanwords 25–26; loss of gender distinctions 13; and noun classes 93–95; relative frequencies of 102–103; syntactic and semantic agreement with pronouns 96–98
genitives; double in English 158; group 163; Saxon 156
Germanic languages; distinctive characteristics of 6–7; genetic relationships among 7–8; typological classification 12–13
Germanic foot 80–81
Goedelic 46, 213
grammaticization 22
Great Vowel Shift 64
Greek 10, 11, 22, 141
Grimm’s Law 42
Hanseatic League 9, 18, 23
Hebrew; influence on Yiddish compounds 29, 30; loanwords in Yiddish 23
Hebridean English 213
Heliand and Genesis 18
Hellenic 415
High German 15–16; influence on Scandinavian 23
High German Consonant Shift 47–48, 52, 71; and geminate consonants 75
Hungarian 11, 40
Icelandic 19
imperative see mood
inalienable possession see meronymic constructions
infinitives 6, 331–342; bare and prepositional 287, 336–340, 417–419; double infinitive construction 286, 355; for-to 417–419; preterite 342; split 340–341, 419; tautological 342; voice of 332–335
inflection; inherent and contextual 90; nominal 89–122; prefixes 272; verbal 270–284
Ingvaenic see North Sea Coast Germanic
Insular North Germanic 19
inverse attraction 423
Irish English 213, 218, 273, 310, 311, 418, 475
island constraints 458–459
Italic 22, 415, 436
Italian 12, 415
Japanese 222, 358
kennings 26, 30
Landsmål 20
Latin 22, 437; loanwords in Old English 24
left-dislocation 478–481; connectedness effects in 479–481
length 74–79; closed syllable shortening and 76; of consonants see germinate consonants; foot-final lengthening and 77; great quantity shift and 77; homorganic lengthening and 76; open syllable lengthening and 78; trisyllabic shortening and 78
Limburger 13
linguistic convergence 8–12
Lithuanian 10
loanwords 22–26; gender assignment and 25–26; nativizing 24–26; loan-translation 24–25
logophors see anaphors
long object shift 188–189, 192–195
Low German 8, 18; loanwords in Scandinavian 23
Luxembourghish 13, 16
Maxim of Quantity 315
maximize onset 72
meronymic constructions 164–167

meteorological constructions 226, 232
middle constructions 251–255, 323–328; in Icelandic 255, 324–327; ‘let’-middles 327; middle voice in Indo-European 318, 323; reflexive suffix in 255, 324–328; in West Germanic 252–255
minimal rhyme constraint 66
modal passive constructions 268–269
modal verbs 285–292; and the auxiliary position 288–291, 398; root and epistemic meanings of 286–287, 290–291; as speech act verbs 286
mood 6, 273, 278–284; imperative 280–281, 284; subjunctive 278–284
negation 376–398; constituent negation with sentential scope 11, 383–392; cycle of negation 394–397; final negation in Afrikaans 397–398; the NegP hypothesis 387; scope of 376–379; sentential negators and constituent negators 392–394
negative complementizers and pleonastic negation 382
negative concord and multiple negation 379–382
negative-indefinite incorporation 394
negative polarity items 376–382, 395–396
nominalization 123–124
nominal phrases 122–171; complements in 126; determiners in 137–155; discontinuous NPs 168–171; genitive phrases in 148–167; headed by lexical nouns 126; without nominal heads 122–124; position of adjectives in 127–130; with pronoun heads 124–126
nominative-with-infinitive construction see subject raising non-finite verb forms see infinitives, participles
North Germanic 7, 19–20; influence on English 9, 23; mutual influences in 9
North Sea Coast Germanic 7–8, 17–19; characteristics of 179, 203
Northwest Germanic 7, 14–15
Norwegian 20
number 91–93; dual 93, 179, 195; plural marking in loanwords 25; pluralia tanta 92
Nynorsk 20
objects, order of 365–368; weak pronouns and 368
object shift 183, 384–387
obstruents 41–53; biases in voicing
assimilation 44–45; final devoicing of 50–51; laryngeal features of 43–45;
postvocalic voicing/lenition of 51–52, 53;
place features of 42–43
Olang Tirolese 186
Old French 399
Old Norse 19
Old Saxon 18
palatalization 48–49; in Yiddish 54
paradigm leveling 91
participles 6, 343–349; in absolute
constructions 344; the English gerund
344–347; past/passive participle 275,
276, 347–349; present participle
343–344; supine 349
particles see phrasal verbs
passive constructions 10, 318–323; auxiliary
choice in 12, 13, 319–322; complex in
NO 244; in ditransitive sentences
240–242; expression of the agent in
238–239; 'get'-passive 322–323;
inflectional in Gothic 274, 318;
intransitive and unaccusativity 247–251;
impersonal 245–246; nonlocal 244–245;
periphrastic 6, 274; prepositional 242–243;
Scandinavian s-passive 328–331
Pennsylvania German 13, 16, 361
perfect constructions 10, 302–316; choice of the auxiliary with 13, 294–295, 302,
305–308; omission of the auxiliary in
304; in Indo-European 302, 275; loss of
simple past tense and 12, 303, 315–316;
and past tense 309–316; present relevance and 309–316
phrasal verbs 36–40, 366, 368
pied-piping 424, 427, 429, 445, 451, 456,
459–462; of infinitive clauses 460; of
noun phrases 460–462
possessive constructions; dative
possessors 11; external possessors 13,
165, 167–168 see also meronymic
constructions; postnominal periphrastic
160–161; pronominal periphrastic
158–160; proper name possessive
markers, 161–162
preaspiration see aspiration
predeterminers 165, 167–168
preposition stranding 445, 454, 456
present tense, meaning of 298
pretero-present verbs 285–286, 292
pro-drop 221–223
progressive 295–296, 316–317
pronouns 175–213; atonic and elitic 181–192,
368, 408; loss of case distinctions in
177–179; personal 175–203; possessive
148–149, 151–153, 155–157, 195;
predicate possessive 195; referential
properties of 196–213; reflexive see
anaphors; loss of reflexive 179–181;
resumptive see resumptive pronouns;
and verb-fronting 410–411; T/V 192–195
proper names as possessors 155–157, 160–162
psych-shift 120–122
quantifier stranding and quantifier float
169–170
questions 473–477; infinitival 471, 473;
multiple-WH-questions 475–477;
partial-WH-movement questions
476–477; question markers in 395,
474; tag questions 477
quotative inversion 414
R-compounds 441, 454; R-stranding 456
reduplication 69, 272
relative clauses 11, 420–473; agreeing
complementizers in 430–434; attraction
in 467–468; correlative 421–423;
C-relatives, P-relatives, D-relatives and
W-relatives 436–459; expression of
person in 448–450; free relative
constructions 466–470; generalizing
relative constructions 470; infinitival
471–473; matching effects in free
relatives 468–469; non-restrictive 437,
450; participial 421–422; relative markers
in 423–434; relative particles/
complementizers 425–444, 445; relative
pronouns 7, 12, 423–425, 436–459;
typology of 420–448; un introduced 436,
456–457, 465; with subject relativization
462–466
replacive morphemes 89
resumptive pronouns 430, 457–458
retroflex consonants 42, 54
Rhenish Fan 47
Riksmål 20
Romance 6, 9, 10, 11, 44, 140, 273, 299, 305, 308, 390, 411, 415
Romanian 10
Rückumlaut 279
Russian 10
Scandinavian dialect continuum 3, 19
Schwyzerdütsch 13, 16, 360; Grisons dialect of 367
Scrambling 366–368; richness of case morphology and 367–368, 108
Shetlands English 46, 216
Skeireins 14
Slavic 10, 11, 415, 436, loanwords in Yiddish 23
sonorants 53–56; liquids 54–56; nasals 53–54
sonority hierarchy 65–71
South African English 475
Spanish 222
Standard Average European 9–12, 164
spread glottis see aspiration
state and non-state languages 13–14
stem-based and word-based morphology 91
stød 86–87
stops 41–45
stress 79–84; ablaut and 271; in derived forms 84; Germanic accent shift and 6, 79; the Germanic foot and 80–81; effect of Latinate vocabulary on 81–82; prefixes and 81; three-syllable window and 82
strong verbs 271, 274–276
subject agreement 214–224; asymmetries in subject-verb agreement 217–218; with complementizers 218–219; concord with nonverbal predicates 219–221, 303–304; with expletives 235; Northern Subject Rule 218; and pro-drop 221–223; between subject and verb 214–218; syntactic correlates of richness of agreement morphology 221–224; thematic and athematic endings 270; and verb position 223–224
subject raising 259–260; infinitival complementizers in raising constructions 419
subjects 214–255; derived subjects in passive constructions 237–251; in imperative clauses 236–237; in middle constructions 251–256
subjunctive see mood
supine see participles
suprasegmental phonology 65–88
Swedish 20
syllable boundaries 72–73; Gothic word division and 72; maximize onset and 72; minimal rhyme and 72; preference for bimoraic syllables 72
syllable codas 73–74; epenthesis in 73; preference for coronal consonants in 73
syllable onsets 66–73; in Gothic 66–71; place-based restrictions on 69–71; sonority-based restrictions on 68–69; in Yiddish 72–73
syllable structure 65–74
tense 6, 272, 274–276; periphrastic expression of tense and aspect 6, 292–317; in reported speech 281–282; sequence of tenses 281–282
that-trace effect 464
Tok Pisin 13
tone see word tone
topic constructions 478–479
topic drop 413
tough-movement constructions 264–269
Turkish 10, 358
two reflexive languages see anaphors, short-distance and long-distance
umlaut 28, 58–63, 89, 271; a-umlaut 59; i-umlaut 59–63; u-umlaut 63, 305–304; with expletives 235; Northern Subject Rule 218; and pro-drop 221–223; between subject and verb 214–218; syntactic correlates of richness of agreement morphology 221–224; thematic and athematic endings 270; and verb position 223–224
verb-first order; in conditional sentences 413; in declarative sentences 413–414; in yes/no questions 413
verb fronting 11, 354 see also verb-second order; in conditional clauses 413; in yes/no questions 413
unaccusative hypothesis 256; and auxiliary selection 307; and intransitive passives 247–251
unrounding 63
verb-first order; in conditional sentences 413; in declarative sentences 413–414; in yes/no questions 413
verb fronting 11, 354 see also verb-second order; in conditional clauses 413; in yes/no questions 413
verb-object and object-verb languages 12, 353–368; and preposition stranding 455
verb phrase, order of elements in 353–368
verb-projection raising see verb raising
verb-raising 12, 358–361
verb-second order 7, 370–376, 398–414; exceptions to V-2 412, 406; in embedded root clauses 402; strict V-2 and residual V-2 languages 404–410; and subject-verb inversion 398–399; symmetrical and asymmetrical 400–404; triggers of 404–414
verbal aspect 39–40, 297; present verbs with future meaning and 298
verbal valency 350–353; and expletives 234–235
Verner’s Law 42, 49–50, 271, 276
Vlaams 17 see also West Flemish
voice see also obstruentsfinal devoicing of; obstruents, laryngeal features of; biases in voicing assimilation 44–45, 274, 318–331
vowels 56–65; tense/lax contrasts in 58
was-für split 170, 462
weak verbs 276–277; dental suffix in 276; shift from strong to weak 277
Welsh 140, 218, 397
West Flemish 12, 23, 108, 183, 184, 188, 219, 229, 237, 360, 365, 368, 386, 394, 396, 418, 433, 434, 475
West Germanic 7, 15–19
West Germanic dialect continuum 3
West Norse 19
word order see adverbs, order of; object shift; objects, order of; scrambling; verb-first order; verb-second order; verb phrase, order of elements in
word tone 84–88; in Dutch and German 87–88; in Swedish and Norwegian 85–87
writing systems; Gothic 14; Runic futhark 14–15, 19; Yiddish 16
Wulfila 14
X-bar syntax 369–370
Yiddish 16
Yorkshire English 194